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1. Introduction. The classification of Lie algebras with nondegenerate trace

form over algebraically closed fields of characteristic p> 3, begun by Seligman in

[6], was essentially completed by Block and Zassenhaus in [1]. In particular, it

follows from these results that the Lie algebras with nondegenerate Killing form

over algebraically closed fields of characteristic p>3 are direct sums of simple

algebras of classical type, i.e. algebras satisfying the Mills-Seligman axioms [5],

[7, p. 28],
The purpose of this paper is to determine all Lie algebras with nondegenerate

Killing form over algebraically closed fields of characteristic 3. Beginning in §2

with a modified version of the Mills-Seligman axioms, a classification of algebras

satisfying these axioms is obtained at the end of §3. Then in §4 it is shown that these

axioms are satisfied by all algebras with nondegenerate Killing form, and thus a

final classification is obtained from that of §3 by eliminating those algebras whose

Killing forms are degenerate.

The author wishes to acknowledge a helpful conversation with Professor Richard

Block.

2. An axiom system and some consequences. We begin with a modification of

the axioms of [5].

Let F be a finite-dimensional Lie algebra over a field of characteristic 3 with a

Cartan subalgebra H and root spaces La for roots a with respect to H such that the

following six axioms hold:

(i) LL=L.
(ii) The center of F is 0.

(iii) H acts diagonally on L, i.e. if a e La, then ah = a(h)a for all he H.

(iv) If a is a nonzero root, then LaL_a is one-dimensional.

(v) If ß and a are roots and a^O, then there exists an integer m such that

Eß + maEa = U.

(vi) If (LeLa)L _a = 0, then LßLa = 0.

It follows from (ii) and (iii) that H is abelian and that H=L0.

A number of important consequences can be quickly deduced from these axioms.

Lemma 2.1. Let ha be a fixed nonzero element ofLaL.„. Then a(ha)^0.

Proof. If a(ha) = 0, then (F_aLa)F_„ = 0, and by (vi)F.aFa = 0, contradicting (iv).
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Lemma 2.2. If a is a nonzero root, then La is one-dimensional.

Proof. F_ttFK#0 by (iv), and LoL„^0 by Lemma 2.1. Therefore, by (v), LaLa = 0.

Let eaeLtt, f.,eL„ be chosen so that eae^a = ha, and suppose that dimFa>l.

Then, since dim LaL^a= 1, there exists x/0 eLa such that xe_a = 0. Then, letting

J(a, b, c) = (ab)c + (bc)a + (ca)b, J(x, ea, e_a) = 0 implies that <x(ha) = 0, contradicting

Lemma 2.1. Therefore dim La= 1.

Definition 2.1. Let /Sand a be roots with a #0. Let ABa = i— j where /is the least

nonnegative integer such that LB_iaL_a = 0, and j is the least nonnegative integer

such that LB+jaLa = 0. The numbers AB-a are known as root-integers. AB<a denotes

the corresponding element of the prime field.

Lemma 2.3. -2SAB¡aS2.

Proof. By (v)0^/, j^2. Therefore -2SÍ-JS2.

Lemma 2.4. IfLBLa + 0 andLB+aLa^0, then LBL_a = 0.

Proof. If LBLa^0 and Lß+aLa^0, then by (v) LB.aLa = 0, and so (LBL„a)La = 0.

Thus LBL_a = 0 by (vi).

Corollary 2.1. IfLBLa + 0 andLßL.a + 0, then AB¡a = 0.

Proof. By Lemma 2.4, LB+aLa=0 and LB_aL_a = 0. Therefore ,4^=1— 1=0.

Lemma 2.5. F_„F_a^0 if and only ifLBLa^0.

Proof. Suppose LBLa + 0. Then by repeated application of (vi), Fi+aF_a#0,

(L_aLB + a)L_B_a^0, LBL.B.a + 0, (L-ß-aLß)L.ß + 0, and L_aF_^0.

Lemma 2.5 will be used repeatedly in the next section without specific mention.

Lemma 2.6. If a and ß are nonzero roots, then Aa¡B=0 if and only if AB¡a=0.

Proof. Let AaB = 0. Then LaLß and LaL.B are either both zero or both nonzero.

If LaLB = LaL_B = 0, then by Lemma 2.5, L-aLB = 0, and ABa = 0. Similarly, if LaLB

and LaL-„ are both nonzero, then F_itFi#0 and AB<a = 0 by Corollary 2.1.

Lemma 2.7. If LBL-a = 0, then AB<a = 0 or -1 if and only if -ß(ha)/a(ha)=0 or

— 1 respectively.

Proof. Select e^OeL^, for all roots <£#0, and let h<t = ei,e^(P. By Lemma 2.1,

a(«a)#0. J(eß, ea, e-a) = 0 = (eBea)e-.a-ß(ha)eB. By (vi), eBea = 0 and Ae¡a = 0 if and

only if ß(ha) = 0=-ß(ha)/a(ha). If AB¡a¿0, then J(eB+a, ea, e^a) = 0 = (eB + aea)e_a

-(<x-ß)(ha)eB + a. By (vi) eB+aea = 0 and AB¡a= - 1 if and only if ß(ha) = a(ha), i.e.

-ß(ha)/a(ha)=-l.

3. Classification of the algebras. Since the remainder of the classification

procedure is substantially the same as that of §§4-14 of [5], we shall proceed by

merely noting the modifications which must be made in that paper in order to

classify the algebras satisfying axioms (i)—(vi) of this paper. Much of the notation
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and terminology of [5] will be retained here, and results and proofs which need no

modification will not be repeated.

Chief among the modifications to be made is that all statements of the form

" The sum of the roots a and ß is (or is not) a root " are to be replaced by "LaLB ± 0 "

(or "LaLfi = 0") respectively.

Similarly, the property of linear dependence is to be replaced by that of sequential

dependence, defined as follows:

Definition 3.1. A set S of nonzero roots is sequentially dependent if and only if

(i) it is linearly dependent, (ii) there exists a sequence of roots p0, px,..., pm such

that p0 = pm = 0and LOk_1LBik^0 for 1 SkSm where ßik = pk-pk-x, (»>) for each k,

either ßik e S, or — ßik e S, or the difference between the number of occurrences of

ßik and —ßik in P = {pk-pk-x \ ISkSm} is a multiple of three, and (iv) there

exists ß e S such that the difference between the number of occurrences of ß and

— ß in P is not a multiple of three.

It follows from Definition 3.1 that if S = {ax, a2,..., an} is sequentially dependent,

then so is the set obtained from 5 by replacing a¡ by —ai for some i.

The property that a root ß is a linear combination of a set F of roots is to be

replaced by the stronger property that ß is a sequential linear combination of F,

for which it is also required that Tu ß be sequentially dependent. Similarly, any

statement that a set F of roots spans a subspace V of H* should be strengthened to

say that T sequentially spans V, i.e. F spans V, and every root in V is a sequential

linear combination of F. Also, the concept of basis should be replaced by that of

sequential basis, i.e. a sequentially independent set of roots sequentially spanning

the space.

The proof of the very important Lemma 3 of [5] must be considerably expanded,

as indicated in the following proof.

Lemma 3.1. If a, ß, y are roots where y^O and LaLB^0, then Aa+Biy = Aa¡y + AB¡y.

Proof. Let S= —a — ß. Then by (\\)LaL6=La(L.aL_ß)^0, and similarly LBLà^0.

Since A„,-y= —Ap_y and because of the symmetry among a, ß, and 6, if the lemma

is false, then there exist a, ß, 8 such thatFaLÄ^0 and Aa,y + Ae¡y + Ad¡y<0 where

Aa,ySAßtVSA6ty.

If A6¡y = 2, then certainly Aa<y= — 2, ABy<0, and Aa+y¡y = 0 = A6-y-y. Then

Fa+7Fa/0 since J(ea + y, eß, e_y) = 0. Thus the lemma would also be false for the

root triple (ß, a + y, S — y). Therefore, without loss of generality we may assume

that Aà,y<2.

Suppose AKy=l. If A a ,y= -2 and Aß<y = 0, then Aa+y%y = 0 and A6-y ,y = - 1. If

eBe^y = 0, then J(ea+V, eB, e_y)=0 implies that La+yLB^0. If eBe_y^0, then

J(ea, eB+y, e_y) = 0 implies that eaeß + y^0, and by (vi) that ea+B+ye_B.y^0.

J(eB+y,ea,ey)=0 implies that ea+yeB+y = 0 and J(e.a_B.y, eß+y, ea+y) = 0 implies

that í,_(l_A_yea+y/0, i.e. Fa+yZ.a_y#0. Thus without loss of generality we may

assume that ^öy^0 unless AKy=l and AB,y<0. If A6,y= 1, AB,y<0, and Aa<y= - 1,
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we must have ABtY= — 1, but by Lemma 2.7 a(hy)/y(hy)=ß(hy)/y(hy)=l, and

o(hy)/y(hy)= -1, a contradiction. Next, suppose that A6¡y=l, AB,y<0, and Aa_y =

— 2. Then since J(ea+y, eB, e_y) = 0, (ett+yeB)e.y^0. Thus ea+yeBy^0, and so by

(v>) ea+B+ye_„T^0, and J(ea+e+y, e.„ e_j5) = 0 is contradicted.

Now suppose that Aó¡y=0 and AB>y<0. Then from /(ea, eB, e_y)=0 it follows

that(eaei)e_y = 0. Thus e_(Se_y = 0, and since/4ó,y = 0,eae_y = 0,andy(efi, eô, e_y) = 0

is contradicted.

Suppose next that A6,y<0. Then J(ea, eB, e_y)=0 yields an immediate contra-

diction.

The only case remaining to be considered is the one in which Aó¡y = ABiy = 0.

A change to a more symmetric notation gives Attliy = Aa2¡y = 0 and A_a¡_a2¡y<0.

Thus eai+ct2ey = 0, eai + a2e_y^0, and ettjey and ea(e_y are either both zero or both

nonzero. If eaiey = ea2ey = 0, then J(eai,ea2,e_y) = 0 yields a contradiction; if

eaiey=0, but ea2ey^0, then J(eai + a2, e_ai, ey) = 0 yields a contradiction. Therefore

assume eaiey j= 0 and ea2ey / 0. Then <?aie _ y # 0, e«, ± yea¡ = 0, e ± at + yey = 0, e ± „t _ yey + 0,

and ecri+ye_Kl + y = 0 for /= 1,2. Let (//) be either permutation of (12). From

J(eat, <?-ai_a2, e_y)=0 it follows that eai_ye_ai_a2^0, and by (vi) e_aj_ye_a¡+y

¥=0 and e-^-^+^O. From J(ey, ett¡+y, ea¡„y) = 0 it follows that eaiea¡+y=0.

J(ey,e-ai-y,e-ai+y)=Oimpliesthate-a¡e-a¡+y¿O.SinceJ(eat+y,e_at+y,e-aj-y) = 0,

a¡ —a; must be a root. From F(ea¡_a/, effl, eai+y) = 0 it follows that eai-ajeai=0, and

from J(ea¡-a¡, ea¡, ea)_y)=0 it follows that eai + a2-yett|-aj = 0. Thus e_a._ye_ai_ff2+y

= 0 by (vi). J(eai + a¡¡, e_y, e_tt(_y) = 0 implies that eai + tt2_ye_ai_y = 0, and since

■/(<?«,+y, eai+a2 - y, e _ Bl _ a2+y) = 0, (a, + y)(httl+K2 _ y) = 0. Therefore

(ax + cc2-y)(hai + a2-y) = (ax + y)(hai + a2-y) + (a2 + y)(hai + a2_y) = 0,

contradicting Lemma 2.1. Thus Aar/ + ABty = Aa+B¡y if LaLBj=0.

An alternate proof is necessary for Lemma 4 of [5]. We give one based on Lemma

3.1.

Lemma 3.2. If S = {ax, a2,..., an} is sequentially dependent, then \Aa¡¡ai\ =0.

Proof. By Lemma 3.1 with the sequence pQ, px,..., pm establishing the sequential

dependence of 5 is associated a linear dependence relation among the rows of

(Aaua¡). Hence \Aauaj\=0=\Iai_a¡\.

The fact that for characteristic 3, 2a is a root whenever a is a root invalidates a

statement in the last paragraph of the proof of Theorem 3 of [5]. The following

lemma is a substitute for that portion of the proof.

LEMMA 3.3. Let ax, a2,..., ar be a set S of roots such that ßu = 2"= i %,/<"* «fc, e S,

(■ ■ ■((L^LeJL^)- ■ -)Lakn¿0, and ABu¡a=0for all a, e S. Then ßu=0.

Proof. By Lemma 2.6, if /3u/0, AauBu = 0 for all a, e S. Thus AButBu = 0 by Lemma

3.1, a contradiction since ABiB = 2 for /S#0.

In connection with the proof of Lemma 7 of [5], the following lemma should be

noted.
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Lemma3.4. If{ß,ax,.. .,ar} is sequentially independent, thensois{ß — a„,ax,.. .,ar}

where LBL-aq^0.

Proof. Let/3'=/9-a„and suppose the lemma to be false. Then there is a sequence

0 = po, pi, • ■ -, Pn = 0 satisfying the conditions given in Definition 3.1 for sequential

dependence of {ß', ax,..., ar} and such that for some k, LDkL±B.^0. Without loss

of generality, assume LPkLB.^0. Then since J(eDk, eB, e_aq) = 0 and (eBe_aq)ePk^0,

either (e^.^^^O or (eOkeB)e-aq^0. Thus it is possible to insert another root

between pk and pk + x for every k such that pk + x - pk = + ß' i n such a way as to form

a sequence satisfying the conditions given in Definition 3.1 for sequential depen-

dence of {/3, «!,..., ar}. This contradiction establishes the lemma.

The following lemma corresponds to Lemma 8 of [5].

Lemma 3.5. Let S={ax,..., ar} be a semisimple system of roots which is the union

of simple systems each of which is maximal in the complete set of roots of L with

respect to H. Let T={ßx,..., ßt} be a simple system of roots with respect to H. Then

either

(a) S xj T is sequentially independent and ABt<ai = 0 for all ß}, a¡ ; or

(b) every ßf is a sequential linear combination of S, and for every ßj there is an a¡

such that ABl<ai^0.

Proof. Without loss of generality suppose that there is an integer k, OSkSt,

such that ABj¡a¡ = 0 for all a¡ ifjSk and ABltttl==0 for some a¡ if j>k. From Lemmas

2.6 and 3.1 it follows that ABuBj, = 0 for j' Sk<j. Since Fis simple, it is indecom-

posable, and so either k = 0 or k = t. If â: = 0, (b) holds. Therefore suppose k = t

and that (a) does not hold, i.e., ABu<Xl = 0 for all ß,, a¡ and 5 u F is sequentially

dependent. Letting a^y, and ßi=yj+r, we have \Ay¡,y¡\ = \Aat,a¡\ ■ \ABuBj\ since

^a,,í9/ = '4í/>ai = 0. By Lemma 6 of [5], |^a,.aj| • M«,,^! >0, contradicting Lemma 3.2.

We are now able to establish the existence of a sequential basis.

Corollary 3.1. There exists a semisimple system S which is a sequential basis

for H*.

Proof. Let S' be a semisimple system of roots which is the union of simple

systems each of which is maximal in the complete set of roots of F with respect

to H. If 5' is not a sequential basis for //*, there exist roots which are not sequential

linear combinations of S'. From these we choose a maximal simple system F.

By Lemma 3.5, S' u F is sequentially independent, and AB<a = 0 for aeS', ßeT.

Thus semisimplicity of 5" u F will follow if it can be shown that LaLB = 0 whenever

neS' and ßeT. But this follows from Lemma 7 of [5]. Thus S' u Fis semisimple

and Fis maximal in the complete set of roots. Hence S' may be replaced by 5" u F

and the above procedure repeated, and since there are only finitely many roots,

sufficient repetition of this same procedure yields a sequential basis.

An alternate proof must be supplied for one of the statements in the proof of

Theorem 4 of [5]:
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Lemma 3.6. Let S¡, i=l,...,s be disjoint maximal simple systems such that

S = Sxu S2KJ- ■ ■ u Ss is a basis for H*. Let F¡ be the set of all nonzero roots which

are sequential linear combinations o/'5i. If a e T¡ and ß e T¡ where jj^i, then LaLB = 0.

Proof. If a e F¡ and ß e T¡ where i=&j, then by Lemma 7 of [5] and Lemmas 2.6

and 3.1, AB¡a = 0, while if ß e F¡, then by Lemma 3.5 there exists a¡ e St such that

AB,at 7^0. Thus T, n T¡ is empty. Since ABa = 0 for aeT„ ße F,, it follows that if

LBLa^0, then LBL_„ + 0, and LB + aLa = 0. Thus { — a, a + ß} is simple, and by Lemma

3.5, a+ß e T,. Similarly a+ß e T¡. Thus F¡ n T¡ is nonempty, a contradiction.

The remarks made in [5] concerning types G2 and G3 may be omitted in the case

of characteristic 3 because of Lemma 2.3, but the special remarks concerning type

An when p | «+1 must also be made about type F6. It should be noted that, in

contrast with the situation elsewhere, the linear dependence relation of Lemma 24

of [5] is not to be associated with a sequential dependence relation.

The contradictions achieved in the proof of Lemma 15 of [5] must be put in the

product-of-root-spaces form instead of the sum-of-roots form, i.e.: in case 1,

(• • -(La2La3)- ■ ■)La,_1)L0t)La^Lai=Ll^ but FarF_ai = 0, contradicting (vi); in case

2, (• ■ -(LaiLa2)- ■ ■)Lar_1=Lar, but L^L^.^O, contradicting (vi); in case i,

(■■■(LaiLa2)La2)--)Lar_l)Lar_1)Lat=Lar_1, but Z,Or.1X_ar=0, contradicting (vi);

and in case I

( ' ' ' \LasLai)EU3)La3)Laa)Ett2)Lai)Laa)L,a3)L.a3)L,ai = La3,

but Fa3L_Kl = 0, contradicting (vi).

A new proof must be substituted for a small portion of the proof of Lemma 25

of [5] as indicated by the following lemma.

Lemma 3.7. //F(Q>1 and Ft_iaiF_a,#0 for OSjSk-l, but Fc_JcaF_ai = 0,

thenL(l-kai)>0.

Proof. If L(C - ka¡) S 0, then £ =ja¡ for some integer j, but F(ya¡) S 1 for any

integer j, thus contradicting the initial hypothesis.

Thus we have determined the root systems of the algebras satisfying (i)-(vi) and

found them to be "classical," i.e. there exists a one-to-one addition-preserving

mapping of such a root system onto the root system of one of Chevalley's [2]

analogues of the complex semisimple Lie algebras.

The isomorphism theorem (Theorem 9 of [5]) is valid for those root systems for

which (xiv) of [5] is valid.We shall show that (xiv) of [5] holds if F is not of type C2.

Lemma 3.8. If L satisfies (i)-(vi) and is not of type C2, then AB¡a= -jS(«a)/a(«J

for all roots a, ß where a =£ 0.

Proof. If AB,a= ± 1, or if ABiCC = 0 and F„F±a = 0, the result is immediate from

Lemma 2.7. The remaining cases, AB,a= ±2 and ^^,„ = 0 where LBL±a + 0, occur

together, i.e. LBL±aj=0 and AB.a,a= -2 and AB+a<a = 2 are equivalent. Therefore,

since (ß±a)(ha)la(ha)=ß(ha)la(ha)±l, we need only establish that ß(ha) = 0 when-
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ever ABa = 0 and LBL±a^0. Since algebras of type C2 are excluded by the hypoth-

esis of the lemma, only types Bn, Cn («2:3) and F4 must be considered. As in

Chapter 4 of [3], we denote the nonzero elements of a root system of type Bn by

{±£u¡, ±coi±co,} where 1 Si<jSn. The only pairs (a, ß) of these roots satisfying

AB_a = 0 and LBL±a^0 are (±w¡, ±a>,) for i#y. Since J(eai,e_ai,eo>limi) = 0, we

have (co} ± cok)(ha¡) = 0 for i=tj, k, and so <«»/«W|) = 0 f°r 'V/- Again, as in Chapter 4

of [3], we denote the roots in a system of type F4 by

{ ¿ '"i,   í<"¡ + 00,, \( + 0JX + 0)2 + co3 + cu4)}

where lSi<jS4. The only pairs (a, ß) satisfying AB,a = 0 and LBL±a^0 are

(±tu¡, ±coj) for r#/ and (| 2*-i eío>¡, $ 2*=i «i«t) where £¡= ± 1 and *{*=*«( for two

values of i and e[= —e¡ for the other two values of /. That coj(ha¡) = 0 for zVy

follows for F4 as it did for Bn. For the second case, without loss of generality, let

a=2 2?=i (- i^«r»f Since J(e£imí + e20¡2, ea, e.a) = 0, it follows that

(£!(«! + £2W2)(«a)  = 0.

Similarly (e3w3 + eicoi)(ha)=0. Therefore ß(ha) = 0. For type Cn, «>2, with nonzero

roots {±2tu¡, ±^±0),} where lSi<jSn, it is sufficient to show that

(cuj — co,)(hat + aj) = 0. Let A: be distinct from /and/, and choose eai + 0¡¡, e_Wi_mfc, and

e^-^ in such a way that e»^^-^-^^^-^- Then, since Jiem+9,, e-^-a,,,

e-ü¡l.(úk)=0 implies that ^.-^.^.„^(wj + cufcXn^ + ̂ e.^.^, it follows from

Aeai+m,, e.ai.aj, eai.ak) = 0 that (coj + cok)(h0H + u¡)= -(coi + co;)(hü]¡+tú¡).  Similarly

(cOi + cok)(haí + a¡)= -(cOi + cOjM^ + a,). Thus (a>¡-cuJ)(/zMl + m/) = 0.

With the modifications noted in this section, the results of [5] are valid for

characteristic three and can be summarized as in the following theorem.

Theorem 3.1. Let L be a finite-dimensional Lie algebra over afield K of charac-

teristic 3 satisfying axioms (i)—(vi). Then L is a direct sum of simple algebras satisfying

the same axioms. For each such simple algebra, there is a fundamental system S of

roots which is a sequential basis for H*, where S is of type An («?: 1), Bn («è3),

Cn («£ï2), Dn («ä4), F6, F7, F8, or F4, (whose diagrams appear in Figure 1 of [5]).

IfL is simple and not of type C2, then L is uniquely determined up to isomorphism

by K and the diagram of S.

It is readily verified that the algebras defined by Chevalley [2] of the types listed

in Theorem 3.1 satisfy axioms (i)-(vi). Thus by the uniqueness part of this theorem,

the algebras satisfying (i)—(vi) and not of type C2 are completely classified. A Lie

algebra of type C2 (with root systems {± <o¡, ± cui ± w2} for z = 1,2) which satisfies

(i)-(vi), but has degenerate Killing form, can be constructed provided only that

<»i(hax)<»i(ha2) = co2(hai)co2(ha2), (coi±w2)(ha)¥:0, and œx(hai)w2(ha2)^0. It is not

necessary that «Ml and hW2 be linearly independent, and so a sequential basis need

not be a basis. A check of the algebras of the other types reveals that their sequential

bases are linearly independent except for types An for « = 2 (mod 3) and F6, in

which cases 2?=ii0!j = 0, and ax,.. ,,an_x is a basis.
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4. Algebras with nondegenerate Killing form. In this section we shall assume

that F is a Lie algebra with nondegenerate Killing form ( , ) over an algebraically

closed field F of characteristic 3, and that F is a Cartan subalgebra for!. It will be

shown that F satisfies axioms (i)-(vi).

The fact that L satisfies axioms (i)—(iv) is readily established from the first three

sections of [6] and from the observation that because of the definition of the

Killing form, F can have no nonzero abelian ideals. It also follows from [6] that

(ad ea)3 = 0 for any element eaeLa, the root space for the nonzero root a, that

a(/;J#0 where 0/ha e LaL_a, that eae_„#0 if and only if (ea, e_K)^0 and

that La and L_K are dual spaces relative to the Killing form.

In order to prove that (v) and (vi) are satisfied, it is helpful to first establish that

each root space La is one-dimensional if a is nonzero.

Lemma 4.1. If a is a nonzero root ofL, then L1=L-a + LaL_a+La is a simple

Lie algebra.

Proof. Every nonzero element of Lx can be expressed in the form h + xa+y_a

where heLaL^a, xaeLa, y_aeL_a. Let / be a nonzero ideal of Lx, and let

l = h + xa+y_a be a nonzero element of/with the least possible number of nonzero

components «, xa, j>_a. From the duality of La and F_a and from Corollary 3.2 of

[6], it follows that we may choose / so that «#0. Then if l$LaL-tt, it follows that,

since a(ha)j=0, hi is a nonzero element of/with fewer nonzero components than /,

a contradiction. Therefore LaL_a e I, and since a(ha)^0, we conclude that I=LX.

Thus Lx is simple.

By a result of Kaplansky [4], since there exists « e LaL_a, viz. ha/a(ha), such that

<x(«)= 1, Li is either three-dimensional or seven-dimensional, and La and F_„ are

either one-dimensional or three-dimensional.

Lemma 4.2. All the root spaces Lafor nonzero roots a are one-dimensional.

Proof. It is sufficient to show that none of these root spaces is three-dimensional.

Therefore, suppose that for some nonzero root ß the dimension n„ of LB is three.

LetFx be the seven-dimensional algebra generated by LB. The adjoint representation

forL induces representations pa ofLx on each subspaceofF of the form La_B + Lcc +

La+B. Since ( , ) is nondegenerate, and (s, t) = 0 for s e La, t e Ft if <t+t^0, and

since ß(hB)j=0, it follows that for any nonzero element xeLx there exists y e Lx

such that (x, >>)/0. Furthermore, since (x, y) is the sum of trace forms for repre-

sentations pa, at least one such form is nonzero and thus nondegenerate because of

the simplicity of Lx. Because LB and L_s are three-dimensional, the trace form for

p0 is degenerate, and so the trace form for pa must be nondegenerate for some

nonzero root a^ ±ß. Thus there exist linear transformations He pa(LBL.B);

F„ 1=1,2, 3, epj(L-e); and F¡, /= 1, 2, 3, e Pa(L„) such that [F„ H]=-E¡,

[Fi, H] = F„ [Fi, Et] = H, [Fi, F,] = 0 for i±j, and [F¡, F,] = Ek, [Et, E,]= -Fk, where

(ij k) is a cyclic permutation of (1 2 3). Clearly His diagonal with diagonal elements
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a(h), (a+ß)(h), (a-ß)(h) where h = pâ1(H) is a nonzero multiple of hB. Since

H= [Fh Fj], its trace must be zero, and since the trace form is nondegenerate, the

trace of H2 must be nonzero. These conditions on the trace can only be satisfied

if at least two of the root spaces La, La+B, La_B are one-dimensional. Lx, being

seven-dimensional, cannot be faithfully represented on a two-dimensional space.

If La_£+La+La+B is three-dimensional, H must be either of the form

diag(A, A+l, A-l)    or   diag (A, A-l, A+1)

in order to have weight spaces corresponding to the weights ± 1, as required ; how-

ever the product of these three-dimensional weight spaces would be two-dimen-

sional, a contradiction. Therefore, without loss of generality, we may assume that

«a = 3 and «a + i =«„_„= 1. Since the trace of His zero, we have a(h) = 0. Since Fx,

F2, and F3 generate pa(Lx), and since La+BH^0, there exists F¡ such thatFa + /3Fj#0.

Since «a_Ä = 1, there exists a two-dimensional subspace of pa(LB) which annihilates

La+B. Without loss of generality, from the construction of Li in [4] it follows that

Fx, F2, and F3 can be chosen so that La+BFx=La+BF2 = 0. Let xa+B be a basis for

La+B, and let xa+BF3 = xa-B. Since Ex, E2, and E3 generate pa(Lx), and since

La+BH^0, there exists F¡ such that xa+z,F¡#0. Since 0=(xa+BEi)H=xa+B(HEi-Ei),

it follows that xa+BH=xa+B, i.e. /?(«) = 1, and so xa_BH= — xa.B. Since xa+B =

xa+BH=xa+B(FxEx-ExFx)=-(xa+BEx)Fx, we have xa+BExïO. Let xa+BEx = xa.

Then xaFx=-xa + B. xa = xa+BEx = xa+B(F2F3-F3F2)=-xa.BF2. Thus 0 =

xa-B(F2Ex-ExF2)=-xaEx, and 0=xaH=xa(FxEx-ExFx)= -xa+BEx= -xa^0.

Thus the assumption of the existence of a three-dimensional root space leads to a

contradiction, and the lemma is established.

Lemma 4.3. L satisfies (v), i.e. for any root ß and any nonzero root a there exists

an integer m such that LB+maLa=0.

Proof. This lemma is an immediate consequence of Lemma 4.2 and the fact

that (ad ea)3=0 where ea is a nonzero element of La.

Lemma 4.4. L satisfies (vi), i.e. if (LBLa)L _ a = 0, then LBLa = 0.

Proof. Assume that L does not satisfy (vi). Let bases e0 for L0 be chosen in

such a way that e0e_é = hi,. Then there exist nonzero roots ß and a such that

eBea+0, and eB+ae.a = 0. This is already a contradiction if ß=±a. Therefore

assume ß^=±a. Since (eB + ae-a, e_B) = 0, also eB + ae_B = 0 and e_ae-B = 0. From

(eBea, e.B.a)^0 it follows that eae_ß_tt#0, and eBe.B^a^0. J(eB,ea,e.a) = 0 =

-ß(K)eB + (e-aeB)ea and J(eB+a, ea, e.a) = 0 = (eB+a, ea)e.a-(ß+a)(ha)eB+a. Since

ß(ha) and (ß + a)(ha) are not both zero, LB_a^0, and either eB+aea^0 or eB-aea + 0.

Since (adea)3 = 0 and eBea^0, only one of these two possibilities can occur.

Therefore, either ß(ha) = 0, eB+aea¿0, and eB.aea = 0, or (ß + a)(ha) = 0, eB.ttea^0,

and eB+aea = 0. Since ß(ha) and a(hB) are zero if and only if (ha, hB)=0, it follows

that if ß(htt)^0, then <x(hB)^0, and just as (/3 + a)(«a)=0, so also (ß+ct)(hB) = 0.

From I(eB, ea, e_B_a) = 0 it follows that hB+a is a linear combination of hB and «a.
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Thus if ß(htt)^0, then (ß + a)(hB+a) = 0, a contradiction. Therefore ß(ha) = a(hB) = 0,

eB + aea^0, eB + tteB^0, e„.aea = 0, and eB.aeB = 0. Thus, since (ß + a)(he)=£0,

J(e_B_a, eß, e_ö) = 0 implies that e_fle_/î_tr^0. Also J(eB-a, ea, e_a) = 0 implies

that e.aes.a^0. Thus (e^„.a, e„_ai?_a)#0, and e.B.aeB.a^0. Thus ea(ad e_Ä_J3

=¿0, a contradiction, and the lemma is established.

We have now shown that the Lie algebras with nondegenerate Killing form over

algebraically closed fields of characteristic three satisfy axioms (i)-(vi), and a

complete classification follows upon determination of the Killing forms for the

algebras of Theorem 3.1. The result is:

Theorem 4.1. Let L be a Lie algebra with nondegenerate Killing form over an

algebraically closed field of characteristic three. Then L is a direct sum of one or

more algebras of types An, nr£2 (mod 3); Bn, «^2 (mod 3); Cn, n£2 (mod 3); or

Dn,n^l (mod 3).
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